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who is who

Α range of more than 3000 carefully selected products from all over the world. 
Some of the finest alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages ready to satisfy every 
demanding buyer and consumer!

EVIK S.A is a family business company which can pose as a model for all the 
companies in the sector. It operates on a very demanding branch of com-
merce, that is the import of standard and luxury products.

Import service of Food, Beverages, Alhohol & Souvenir products.
Distribution as a whole-saler at central areas.
Marketing Service of all the new products
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The geographical radius of our whole-sales services is in 
general the islands of the Dodecanese in which EVIK S.A. 
is the leading whole-sales company. At the moment of 
speaking our modern network of sales extends to the 
islands listed below.

Kos, Kalymnos, Rhodes, Nisyros,  Τilos, Karpathos, 
Patmos, Simi

In the near future according to our strategic plan and 
marketing scheme, EYIK S.A. plans to extend its network of 
sales to the rest of the large Dodecanese Islands, such as 

Geo Area Info

What EYIK SA does



services

Α range of more than 3000 carefully selected products from all over the world. 
Some of the finest alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages ready to satisfy every 
demanding buyer and consumer! EY
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4 Supermarkets & retail store in more than 4,000 sm.
Super Markets KONSTANTINOS excel in the sector of retail commerce on the 
island of Kos. Since 1993 the Super Markets KONSTANTINOS constantly 
increase their figures of sale by introducing new and innovative products. They 
are located in the areas below.

Retail services

As in all of the developed countries, EYIK S.A provides the services of bonded 
warehousing with its large warehouse and the increased security that comes 
with it.

Import services

EYIK S.A has a certain set of services, concerning the new products in the 
market, which serve as the boost in gaining market share fast for greater profits.

New products marketing

In the Dodecanese, the heart of commerce is the traffic of trading ships, pas-
senger ships and cargo ships coming from all over the world. EYIK S.A is 
responsible for the catering and careful stock control of their facilities to ensure 

Ship supplying services

WWW.EVIKSA.COM KONSTANTINOS
a discount super market



Account Manager
Phone: +30 22420 68303
E-mail: account@eviksa.com

Antzi Tsavou

President
Phone: +30 22420 68303
E-mail: info@eviksa.com

Konstantinos Hatzigiakoumis

Import & Retail Manager
Phone: +30 22420 68303
E-mail: retail@eviksa.com

Ippokrates Hatzigiakoumis

Whole sales Manager
Phone: +30 22420 69469
E-mail: wholesales@eviksa.com

George Piliouras
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Tigaki Road 85300 Kos, Greece Tel: +30 2242068303  Fax: +30 2242068303 email: info@eviksa.com
www.eviksa.com

WWW.EVIKSA.COM KONSTANTINOS
a discount super market


